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Friday 21 August from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated 
at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road. 

�������������
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Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),     
             Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria. 
Date and time: Wednesday 26 August at 19h15.  
Programme: 
 

♦ Beginner’s Corner: ”Reaching out” by Johan Smit. 
♦ What’s Up? by Michael Poll. 
♦ 10 minute break — library will be open. 
♦ Main talk: “Amateur radio astronomy” by Tony Voorveld. 
♦ Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.   

        The chairperson at the meeting will be Pat Kühn. 
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 22 July 2015 
by Bosman Olivier 

 

“Beginners Corner” at this meeting was taken up by the Annual General Meeting. 
 

The Chairman delivered a comprehensive report on the year’s activities by means of a power 
point presentation. The report covered all the major events during the preceding year. 
 

After the chairman’s report, the treasurer, Michelle Ferreira, delivered her financial report, 
which showed that the branch needs to grow it membership to enhance the income in order 
for us not to use our investments. 
 

Hereafter the current committee was re-elected, with the exception of Pat Kuhn, who decided 
to step down from the committee to focus on the hobby of astronomy. Michael Moller was 
elected to the committee. 
 

The AGM was concluded in 30 minutes, after which Percy Jacobs presented his ‘What’s Up’. 
He started off by highlighting some dates relating to astronomical happenings, such as the 
phases of the moon in August, The positions of the planets. He also spent some time on inter-
esting groupings in the sky, as well as meteor showers (Perseids). 
 

He then discussed a number of constellations with their particular features and characteristics.  
 

His presentation was concluded with an appeal to members to look for and name unique as-
terisms such as Michael Moller’s Pinky the Brain (NGC 5822). Who knows, Pretoria might just 
be the source of a new catalogue of deep sky objects! 
 

The main talk of the evening was presented by Johan Moolman who presented a photo-
graphic overview of the Karoo Star Party in June. He managed to capture the vibe of the event 
by means of “candid” photographs of the people and the scenery of the the event, as well as 
the excellent astro-photographs of this and other events.  
 

The evening was concluded, as is our tradition, with a cup of tea or coffee and biscuits, organ-
ised by Michael Poll.  � 

 Images and video clips 

Year at a comet. Celebrating Rosetta’s first year at Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko 
with a calendar of NavCam images. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/
Rosetta/Highlights/Year_at_a_comet 

ESAHangout: Rosetta mission's day in the Sun. A 
Google hangout with Rosetta mission experts to cele-
brate perihelion - the closest point to the Sun along the 
comet’s orbit - which occurred on the morning of on 13 
August 2015. http://www.esa. int/Our_Activit ies/
S p a c e _ S c i e n c e / R o s e t t a /
Rosetta_s_big_day_in_the_Sun 

���������	
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The quest to capture gravita-
t i o n a l  w a v e s .  h t t p : / /
www.esa. in t /spaceinvideos/
V i d e o s / 2 0 1 5 / 0 7 /
ESA_Euronews_The_quest_to_
capture_gravitational_waves 

See a hell of a lot of video clips. Take your pick. http://videos.hubblesite.org/ 
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Report for Observing Evening on July 17th 2015 - by Michael Poll 

 

This was a very successful evening – clear sky and not too cold. There were 30 or so peo-
ple, with many first time visitors, and half a dozen telescopes. Many visitors expressed apprecia-
tion for an interesting experience. 

The first targets were the Moon, Venus and Jupiter which were bright and nicely grouped 
in the north west. The Moon was a slim crescent and soon set. Because the ecliptic was nearly 
vertical, the Moon was almost directly above the Sun, so the crescent was horizontal. A similar 
situation will occur with the new Moon in August. Venus was now also showing a slim crescent, 
and it provided an opportunity to explain the phases of the planet – Michael’s half-black golf ball 
served as a model. It was pointed out that Venus would soon leave the evening sky, pass be-
tween the Earth and the Sun, and would be visible in the east before sunrise by early September. 
The two equatorial cloud belts on Jupiter could be seen, and all four of the Galiean satillites – Io 
was on one side and the other three (Europa, Ganymede and Callisto) equally spaced on the 
other. 

People wanted to see the Jewel Box in order to compare views with different telescopes 
and eyepieces. We also showed Messer 7 in the tail of the Scorpion (someone asked if it had a 
common name – it is “Ptolemy’s Cluster”). M7 is the southernmost Messier object. Michael did 
not show Saturn, so M7 got the biggest “wow” of the evening.  Also in Scorpius, a further exam-
ple of an open cluster, NGC 6231, the False Comet was shown. Later on we looked at the Theta 
(�) Carinae cluster (also known as  IC 2602  and  / or  the Southern Pleiades), although the four 
stars of the Diamond Cross, (of which Theta Carinae is one) were only just discernible to the na-
ked eye. 

We also showed a selection of double stars – Alpha Centauri was still split in a 6 inch tele-
scope, but one has to look carefully. The two stars will be at their closest in November 2015, and 
thereafter will be opening up for a few years. Alpha Crucis is an impressive triple, with two bright 
components close together and a slightly fainter third star (Alpha Crucis C) more widely sepa-
rated. The three stars share a common proper motion, but there is some debate about the nature 
of the C component, because, if it is physically related to the A and B stars, it should be of the 
same brightness as A and B, because they are all of the same spectral type. A double star that 
always surprises when pointed out to people who have never noticed it before, is the naked eye 
pair Mu1 (µ1) and Mu2 (µ2) Scorpii. This is an easy naked eye double but which is not normally 
noticed if one is not aware of its nature. Mu1 and Mu2 are not related – they are a “line of sight” 
double – one is further away than the other, but they just happen to line up. 

We did some naked eye viewing – we were able to show the second, third and fourth 
brightest stars in the sky – Canopus, Alpha Centauri, and Arcturus. Later the fifth brightest, Vega 
was up in the north east. We also showed the zodiacal constellations that were stretching from 
the north west, and arching overhead to the south east – Leo (with bright star Regulus), Virgo 
(bright star Spica), Libra, Scorpius (bright star Antares) and Sagittarius, and the “Teapot” aster-
ism was pointed out. It was mentioned that, at this time of year, Canopus can be seen in the 
south west in the early evening, and again in the south east before sunrise the next morning. 
People were encouraged to start learning the naked eye sky by identifying bright stars first. Percy 
handed out some printouts from Skymaps.com 

We showed M22, a bright globular cluster near the Lambda (�) Sagittarii  (the star repre-
senting the top of the “lid” of the Teapot), and then got on to some more globulars – M13 in Her-
cules is said to be the third brightest in the sky, and the brightest one visible north of the celestial 
equator, but on this evening, it seemed to be less impressive than M22. (But see footnote). M13 
is located on the western side of the “Keystone” of Hercules, on a line joining Eta (�)  and Zeta 
(�) Herculis. NGC 6441 is a much fainter globular but is easy to find as it very close to the star G 
Scorpii, which itself is close to M7. We finished our globular tour with a look at Omega Centauri, 
the brightest of them all. 

As a parting shot, we pointed out the Altair Trio, and how the line of stars points to Vega in 
the north east, and the final telescope view was of Beta(�) Cygni – the colourful double also 
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known as Albireo. 

 

Footnote: The day after this essay was drafted, the August 2015 issue of Sky and Telescope 
landed on the writer’s desk. On page 64 it is stated that Messier 22 (i.e. not M13) is the third 
brightest globular cluster in the sky, so the observation above may be valid!  Incidentally, M22 
was the first globular cluster to be discovered. Abraham Ihle of Germany, who was following the 
motion of Saturn, saw M22 in 1665, although it has been suggested that Hevelius (Johannes 
Hevelius 1611 – 1687) saw it earlier than this. Saturn will be near M22 again at the end of 2018 
(15 of Saturn’s years ago!)   � 

Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on August 26th 2015 
by Michael Poll 

 

September 13th : Partial eclipse of the Sun 
Visible from the whole of South Africa, the further south the observer is, the bigger the 
eclipse. 
The eclipse lasts from about 6.45 a.m. until 8.30 a.m. the time varies with location. 
Musina: Start 06h45; maximum eclipse 07h 30 (18% of Sun’s diameter covered), eclipse 
ends 08h19. 
Pretoria: Start 06h43; maximum eclipse 07h 34 (25% of Sun’s diameter covered), eclipse 
ends 08h 32. 
Cape Town: Eclipse in progress at sunrise. Maximum eclipse 07h 43 (42% of Sun’s di-
ameter covered), eclipse ends 08h 49 
Do not look at the Sun with unprotected eyes! Use a No. 16 welder’s glass or 
proper eclipse glasses. 
 

September 28th : Total Eclipse of Moon  
Partial eclipse begins: 03h 07m 
Totality begins:      04h 11m 
Middle of eclipse      04h 47m  Length of totality : 72 minutes 
Totality ends:      05h 23m 
Partial eclipse ends      06h 27m 
N.B. On September 28th sunrise in Pretoria is at 05h51. The Moon will set while still par-
tially eclipsed. 
The presentation will include a discussion about the mechanics, frequency, recurrence, 
and cycles of eclipses. 
 

Evening Sky 
Mercury :  Best evening sky view for the year, from mid August to about September 20th. 
Sept 15th. The Moon will be near Mercury (Spica, brightest star in Virgo, is above Mercury 
on this date). 
 

Saturn 
Is in the evening sky until end October. It is in Scorpius, and is in the west after sunset. 
The Moon is near Saturn on  September 18th & 19th. 
The bright star Antares (brightest star in Scorpius) is to east of Saturn i.e is above Saturn 
when facing west. 
 Antares is reddish, Saturn yellowish. 
 

Morning Sky 

 

Venus 
Venus can be seen in the east before sunrise, & will be visible in the morning sky until 
May 2016. 
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The Moon is near Venus on September  10th   
 

Jupiter 
Will become visible in E before sunrise towards end of September / beginning of October. 
In north east before sunrise until end of year. Is in the constellation Leo. 
Moon near : October 10th 
 

Mars  
Can be seen before sunrise from about beginning of October. Much fainter than Venus & 
Jupiter. 
Moon near Oct 9th & 10th, Nov 7th, & very close on Dec 6th . 
 

Venus, Jupiter and Mars form a compact group throughout October and into the first 
week of November. 
The pattern varies from day to day. 
Mars & Jupiter are particularly close to each other on the morning of October 17th,  
Mars & Venus are particularly close to each other on the morning of November 3rd. 
 

Selected constellations visible in September 
South:        Centaurus, Pavo, Grus, Piscis Austrinus 
Overhead and west :  Scorpius, Sagittarius, Capricornus  
North :        Lyra, Aquila, Cygnus   � 

For members with a bent for philosophy 
 

Dr Adam Viljoen, one of our members, writes: “Kyk gerus die video van Sir Roger 
Penrose, voorwaar ‘n groot gees! Ek het ‘n groot deel van my leestyd gedurende 
1997 gewy aan sy besonderse 600 bladsye boek wat ek eendag raakgeloop het 
in ‘n boekwinkel : “ The Emperor’s New Mind “. Dit behandel o.a. sy soeke na 
wat Bewussyn is . Die boek is in 1990 uitgegee , en hierdie video wys nou nuwe 
gedagtes soos wat sy insig of verstaan sederdien ontwikkel het.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5XYf1GJBhg  

 

Professor Dr Sir Roger Penrose is Emeritus Rouse Ball Professor of Mathematics 
at the University of Oxford and has received numerous prizes and awards, 
among them the 1988 Wolf Prize for Physics, which he shared with Stephen 
Hawking for their joint contribution to our understanding of the Universe. 

 

If you are interested in purchasing the book, see 
http://www.amazon.com/Emperors-Concerning-Computers-Minds-Physics/dp/
B 0 0 0 Q B Q 4 1 2 / r e f = s r _ 1 _ 2 ? i e = U T F 8 & q i d = 1 4 3 6 5 2 5 8 5 9 & s r = 8 -
2&keywords=The+Emperor%E2%80%99s+New+Mind 
 

If you want to discuss the book or the video with Adam, his contact details are: 
adieviljoen@surgeon.co.za or 082 900 5566.  � 

Astronomy magazine's Observing Essentials email series 
 

http://www.pages03.net/kalmbach/ObservingEssentials/ObservingEssentialsSignup 
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Basics: Astrometric binaries -  by Pierre Lourens 

 

 All stars in our galaxy move relative to our Sun. Over periods that are short on the cosmic 
time scale, like decades or centuries, their motion perpendicular to the line of sight is detected as 
“proper motion”. On these short time scales, their paths * are straight lines. 
 The path of the centre of mass of a binary system is also a straight line on these time 
scales. But the two stars in a binary system each moves in an elliptical orbit relative to the centre 
of mass. As a consequence, the path of each star is a wavy line. 
 However, sometimes one of the two stars is too faint to be seen, and only the wavy path of 
the other star can be seen, as shown in figure 1. This is called an “astrometric binary”, since it is 
only by astrometry, i.e. by measurement of the position of the visible member at different times, 
that it can be inferred that it is a binary system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Friedrich Bessel announced in 1844 that Sirius and Procyon did not have the straight line 
paths that single stars have, but that both had wavy paths. He concluded that both apparently 
single stars had unseen companions. As regards Sirius, the companion (now called Sirius B) of 
the primary (now called Sirius A) was subsequently discovered in 1862 by Alvan Clark.  Figure 2 
shows the paths of both Sirius A and Sirius B. Procyon’s companion was discovered in 1896 at 
Lick Observatory. 
 In more recent times, wavy paths of other apparently single stars have been discovered. In 
one case, the fainter companion has since been observed. This is the case of Ross 614, which is 
13.36 light-years away. Calculations of its orbit showed that the pair would be most widely sepa-
rated in 1955. The companion was later seen and photographed by Walter Baade with the Hale 
telescope. It was found to be a dim 14th magnitude red dwarf star, lost in the glare of the primary,  
an 11th magnitude red dwarf star. 

 

* In the rest of this article, “path” means “path perpendicular to the line of sight”.   � 

Figure 2 

Figure 1 
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ScopeX 2015 ATM Awards - by Chris Stewart and Dave Blane 
 

 The purpose of the ATM awards is to recognise accomplishment and to spur people to 
stretch themselves, thereby advancing the intriguing art of amateur telescope making (ATM). By 
highlighting the merits of certain exhibits, it is hoped that others will adopt the good ideas and 
perhaps find way to make further improvements.  
Instruments that previously garnered awards are not generally eligible for another, but significant 
improvements to those instruments might well. The judges may consider a component, a com-
plete instrument or a body of work to be worthy.  
 

The following characteristics are of particular importance: 

 

♦ Workmanship: Quality of finish, beauty, style, precision 
♦ Innovation: Application of new ideas, principles, materials, techniques 
♦ Ambitiousness: Difficult optical configuration, grand scope of project, courageous modifica-

tions 
♦ Ingenuity: Lateral thinking, unusual ways of solving old problems, interesting use of found 

materials 
 Once the selection has been made, the perceived needs of the recipients are as far as 
possible taken into consideration when deciding the allocation of the available awards. The items 
awarded are donated by commercial vendors, mostly in lieu of payment for exhibition space at 
ScopeX. We are grateful for their contributions to this special day. 
Yet again we were pleased by the number of worthy examples of new and interesting items on 
display. Each year brings something new and sometimes themes emerge. 2015 was the year 
“string” telescopes firmly came of age. There were also a number of experimental tracking plat-
forms, binocular stands, and small commercial refractors reworked to make them actually usable. 
We expect these trends to continue. As usual, there were a large number of small details which 
reflect great ingenuity and creative thought. 
In no particular order, here are the awards for 2015... 
 

ASSA Pretoria Centre, represented by Bosman Olivier (Chairman) and Johan Smit (Curator of 
Instruments), received a 12V power supply courtesy of Elemod. The PSU contains a 12V 7AH 
battery, with built in intelligent battery management & charging circuitry. It features several out-
puts, including 5V USP ports to charge portable electronics, as well as an LED white and red util-
ity light. The Pretoria Centre has always supported ScopeX vigorously, and every year they field 
a number of instruments worthy of consideration. This year there were many interesting innova-
tions, with a lot of cross-pollination of ideas due to the usual collaborative/sharing nature of ATM. 
It is expected that the PSU will find much use in the years to come, in their various viewing excur-
sions and public outreach events. 
 

Gerhard Bloemhof created an eye-catching unique instrument yclept “C Star”, featuring beauti-
ful workmanship, intriguing design elements, an overall systems approach and attention to detail. 
The unusual rocker and a combination Crayford + helical focuser carved from a solid block of alu-
minium were notable components. Gerhard received a TPO 50mm Superview 2” eyepiece for his 
work courtesy of OPT. 
 

Eric Slaghuis has embraced the “why be normal?” approach to ATM. This year, he brought the 
optical tube assembly for his Yolo schiefspiegler. The Yolo’s features a warping harness used to 
mechanically distort one of the mirrors, in order to tune out the astigmatism introduced by having 
tilted mirrors. The tube comprised several barrel sections fashioned from strips of wood. Even the 
2” Crayford focuser drawtube is made in this way. For his excellent workmanship and willingness 
to tackle the unusual advanced optical design, Eric garnered a TPO 50mm Superview 2” eye-
piece courtesy of OPT. 
 

Joos Bloem produced an elegantly simple twin-strut Dobsonian. The top end acts as a lid for the 
mirror box. It features a combination light baffle / spider in the form of a thin-section length of tub-
ing, which drops into the mirror box when stored. The primary mirror is front adjustable for ease 
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of collimation in the field. The top end connects to the strut tubes via aluminium channels, to en-
sure rigid coupling and repeatable positioning on assembly. The overall simplicity and the use of 
commonly available materials lend the design to replication by those wishing a compact, trans-
portable telescope. In recognition, Joos was awarded a 2” TPO ED 2x Barlow courtesy of OPT. 
 

Chris Curry built an ultra-compact skeletal f/4 Dobsonian with a carbon fibre spider. For use 
where the utmost portability is required, the base can sit on any available surface – the eyepiece 
is at a comfortable height for use by younger children or by an adult sitting cross-legged on the 
ground. A laser designator obviates the need to crane one’s neck to a finder telescope. An op-
tional tripod base lifts the scope to a suitable height for comfortable use by older children, or by 
adults seated on a stool. Superb optics give impressively crisp and detailed images. We trust the 
2” TPO ED 2x Barlow he received courtesy of OPT will help with Lunar and planetary viewing. 
Again, thank you to our kind sponsors for the prizes, and a big well done to everyone who partici-
pated. Thanks for spending many hours patiently explaining and showing off your instruments to 
the visitors throughout  this very chilly day – and then wowing them with views of the night sky in 
the evening. We look forward to seeing more innovation next year.   � 

The morning after 
 

The BLUE MOON of July 31st in pink/purple skies photographed on August 1st at Rietvlei dam in 
Centurion when the temperature was a chilly -8 °C. The first photograph at lower left was taken 
at 06h25 looking westward; the second one at lower middle a few minutes later; the one at lower 
right a few minutes later still. Photographs taken by Johan Moolman.   � 
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One very special galaxy - by Magda Streicher 
 

 What is possibly one of the most distinctive and truly special deep sky objects that can be 
seen in the Centaurus constellation in our southern night sky? NGC 5128, commonly known as 
Centaurus A or just Cen A, is not only a peculiar and radio type of galaxy with a strong magnetic 
field, but also a controversial one that has been very thoroughly studied. During one of my visits 
to the Hartebeeshoek observatory many years ago (I won’t be more specific, otherwise you’ll 
think I’m really ancient!), Derck Smits pointed out the galaxy to me on one of the X-ray radio 
plates. He extolled it as his favourite object in the entire starry skies. I can agree with him now 
and would also describe Cen A as one of my very favourite and most admired deep sky friends 
amongst those that snugly grace our southern skies. This soft, round nebula can be seen even in 
real dark skies through binoculars, only 4,5 degrees north of the most prominent and well-known 
globular cluster, Omega Centauri. 

 Astronomers have found that as one of the closest galaxies, Cen A is extremely active in a 
merging stage with one or even more galaxies. The absorption part of a much smaller galaxy 
manifests as a dark band situated in front of the larger galaxy’s intense nucleus. 
 Astronomer Eric W. Peng and his colleagues have now found that in composition Cen A 
exhibits ripples that cause the formation of new stars. One such active part is situated in the 
north-western part of the galaxy and comes to the fore very well in photographs taken through 
the 4-metre Blanco telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory in Chile. 
 According to estimates, the merging of the galaxies took place as long as 200 to 400 mil-
lion years ago. Taking the red shift of the galaxy into consideration, Cen A could be situated 

Centaurus A aka NGC 5128 
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about 15 million light years away from us with an estimated 20 billion stars, and could be about 
100,000 light years in size. Cen A can be regarded as one of the most massive galaxies known 
to us and one which compares well to the largest Galaxy known, M87, in the constellation of 
Virgo. 
 The Scottish-born astronomer James Dunlop discovered this interesting and very peculiar 
galaxy from Paramatt, New South Wales in 1827 and called it the hamburger nebula. However, 
the 17th -century English astronomer Edmond Halley was the first to document its non-stellar na-
ture, which he did as far back as 1677. 
 In his 1849 notes, Sir John Herschel described Cen A as ‘two semi-ovals of elliptically 
formed nebula appearing to be cut asunder and separated by a broad obscure band parallel to 
the large axis of the nebula, in the midst of which a faint streak of light parallel to the sides of the 
cut appears.’ 
 Through my 16’ S/C Telescope I see Cen A as an extraordinary object - very large, slightly 
oval, divided into two soft, hazy lobs and separated by an uneven dark band, which I estimate to 
be around 60” in width, running almost northwest to southeast (218x). In the southern segment a 
9th magnitude star is visible, and a 10th magnitude star is embedded in the visible band on the 
western side. With higher power (290x) I can see that this part of the dark band is looped out with 
a kink, whereas the eastern part of the band is fainter and fades out wider across the face of this 
elliptical galaxy. Uneven knotted areas and nebulosity become evident in the dark band, with on 
outstanding patch of haziness towards the west of centre. With averted vision the hazy globs 
grow in size and twin stars can be seen on the face of the northern nebula. 
 Spend some leisurely, quality time under the night skies and make a new deep sky friend 
with whom to forge a never-ending bond.  �   

      

OBJECT TYPE RA DEC MAG SIZE 
NGC 5128 Galaxy 13h 25.5m -43° 01’ 6.7 31’ x 23’ 

Partial solar eclipse at sunset 
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Meet some members of the Pretoria Centre of the ASSA 

Top left: Daan le Roux. 
Top right: Hendrik van Niekerk. 
Left: Bosman Olivier 
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The Sun as seen through an H� filter. Image made by Johan Moolman. 

Juno 
 

With just one year remaining in a five-year trek to Jupiter, the team of NASA's Juno mission 
is hard at work preparing for the spacecraft's expedition to the solar system's largest planet.  
 

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/juno/main/index.html 

Who was Nicolaus Copernicus? 
 

http://www.universetoday.com/45091/copernicus/#more-45091 
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Noteworthy astronomy-related articles on the Internet 
 

Solar system 
 

• Reminder: the New Horizons mission. It has become known that Pluto has an atmos-
phere, craters, exotic surface chemistry, mountain ranges made of water ice, vast haze and 
signs of recent geologic activity. It also has nitrogen, carbon monoxide, methane and water 
ices on its surface. It will take 16 months for all the data to be transmitted to Earth. Keep 
watching this website. https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-s-new-horizons-team-
finds-haze-flowing-ice-on-pluto 

 

• Chasms on Dione. While not bursting with activity like its sister Enceladus, the surface of 
Dione is definitely not boring . 

http://www.nasa.gov/jpl/cassini/pia18327/chasms-on-dione 

 

Exoplanets 

 

• Astronomers discover "young Jupiter" exoplanet. The planet shows the strongest 
methane signature ever detected on an alien world. http://www.astronomy.com/
news/2015/08/astronomers-discover-young-jupiter-exoplanet 

 

• Telescopes team up to find distant Uranus-sized planet through microlensing. The 
majority of planets discovered outside our solar system orbit close to their parent stars be-
cause these planets are the easiest to find. So they need to look farther away from the star. 
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2015/27/ 

 

• HST sees a 'behemoth' bleeding atmosphere around a warm Neptune-sized 
exoplanet. Astronomers using NASA's Hubble Space Telescope have discovered an im-
mense cloud of hydrogen dubbed "The Behemoth" bleeding off a planet orbiting a nearby 
star. http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2015/17/ 

 

• Hubble surveys debris-strewn exoplanetary construction yards. Over the past few 
years, astronomers have found an incredible diversity in the architecture of exoplanetary 
systems, as well as the planets themselves. http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/
releases/2014/44/ 

 

Our Galaxy 

 

• HST catches a stellar exodus in action. Globular star clusters are isolated star cities, 
home to hundreds of thousands of stars. And like the fast pace of cities, there's plenty of 
action in these stellar metropolises. http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/
releases/2015/16/ 

 

Catalogues 
 

• Hubble Source Catalog: one-stop shopping for astronomers. Astronomers at the 
Space Telescope Science Institute and the Johns Hopkins University have created a new 
master catalogue of astronomical objects called the Hubble Source Catalog. http://
hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2015/07/ 

 

Applications of Earth-orbiting satellites 
 

• Sentinels catch traffic jam. Information from the first two Sentinel satellites is being used 
by the Romanian Lower Danube River Administration to monitor navigation at critical points 
such as those close to the town of Zimnicea. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/
Observing_the_Earth/Sentinels_catch_traffic_jam 

 

History 
 

• ESA’s first satellite. This was the first satellite to be launched under the banner of the 
newly created European Space Agency, on 9 August 1975. http://www.esa.int/About_Us/
Welcome_to_ESA/ESA_history/ESA_s_first_satellite_COS-B 
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Feature of the month: 
NASA’s NExSS coalition to lead search for life on distant worlds 

- by Pierre Lourens 
 

 NASA is bringing together experts spanning a variety of scientific fields for an unprece-
dented initiative dedicated to the search for life on exoplanets, i.e. planets outside our solar sys-
tem.   
 The Nexus for Exoplanet System Science, or “NExSS”, hopes to better understand the 
various components of an exoplanet. The key to this effort is understanding how biology interacts 
with the atmosphere, geology, oceans, and interior of a planet, and how these interactions are 
affected by the host star. This “system science” approach will help scientists better understand 
how to look for life on exoplanets. 

 The study of exoplanets is a relatively new field of study. The first confirmed discovery of 
two exoplanets was in 1992. These are orbiting pulsar PSR 1257+12, where they were least ex-
pected. (In 1991 the first exoplanet, orbiting pulsar PSR 1829-10, was “discovered”, but it was 
later found by reinvestigation that there is no planet there.) 
 The first planet orbiting an ordinary star was discovered in 1995, just twenty years ago. 
Since then, up to 16 July 2015, 1 877 exoplanets had been discovered as well as 471 stars with 
two or more exoplanets orbiting them. (These figures are probably already outdated.) 
 Do you remember the late Carl Sagan? His field in astronomy was planetary science. He 
speculated that planets are abundant in the Universe. He also speculated that  unicellular life is 
common in the Universe, multicellular life less common, and intelligent life rare. How he would 
have loved these discoveries and the research that the NExSS coalition plans to undertake! I 
think he would have taken part in it. 
 The discovery of extraterrestrial life will be a truly central event in history.   � 

http://www.nasa.gov/feature/nasa-s-nexss-coalition-to-lead-search-for-life-on-distant-worlds 

ESSA / ASSA Stargazing 19-20 September 
 

Venue:  Bushtrails, Magaliesberg,.Directions below 
Time:  From 3pm 
The stargazing starts on Saturday 19 September at 15h00 (yes, the Sun is also a star) and we 
will light the fires at 18h00. 
This year we will be incorporating a Potjie Cookout Challenge, so there will be a delicious potjie 
buffet available at R80 pp which includes a selection of bread and salads. 
Entrance:  R30pp for paid up ESSA/ASSA members; R50 for guests; this includes children.  Free 
entry for anyone bringing a telescope (one person per telescope only) 
Camping:  R20 pp 
Other accommodation:  Dorms R60 pp (bring own sleeping bag and blankets);  Chalets R200 (2 
sleeper unit); Cottage R600 (4 sleeper unit). 
Breakfast:  On Sunday morning R75 pp 
Sunday lunch:  We will be booking a table at the Black Horse, let me know if you want to join in. 
ALL MEALS AND ACCOMMODATION MUST BE PRE-BOOKED AND PRE-PAID .... thanks!  
Please read the etiquette and simple guidelines to ensure that everyone will enjoy the occa-
sion and benefit from this unusual evening. Bushtrails (directions below) who have the following 
facilities – a kitchen and a dining hall where coffee will be available during the evening - a rugby 
field where the telescopes will be located, numerous dormitories and two ablution blocks. 
When at Bushtrails please don't feed the animals! The owner has many dogs and doesn't want 
them to be fed as this may lead them to be a nuisance to the next group of people using the 
venue. Please make use of the communal braai facilities and remember to bring your own crock-
ery and cutlery.  
Contact Johan Smit for information, contact details and directions at 
JohanS@firsttech.co.za or 082 883 1869 
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Pretoria Centre committee 

 

Chairman       Johan Smit         082 883 1869 
Vice Chairman                 Michael Poll                 074 473 4785 
Secretary                         Tony Viljoen                 072 247 6648 
Newsletter Editor              Pierre Lourens            072 207 1403 
Events         Michael Moller        082 789 8968       
Librarian and 
Webmaster                       Danie Barnardo           084 588 6668 
Curator of Instruments     Johan Smit                   072 806 2939 
Public Relations Officer    Fred Oosthuizen           072 373 2865 
Observing Coordinator     Percy Jacobs               082 498 4680 
Treasurer and 
Membership Secretary     Michelle Ferreira          073 173 0168 
Member                       Bosman Olivier            082 883 1869 

Old newsletters: All old 
newsletters from January 2004 
onward are on our website. 
They contain a record of our 
Centre’s activities as well as 
astronomical information.  

Database: Members are re-
minded that a database of the 
books in our library is to be 
found on our website. The da-
tabase was created by Danie 
Barnardo, one of our commit-
tee members. 

The main photograph shows the Eagle nebula. The inset shows the central part of 
the nebula, the “pillars of creation”. Photographs taken by Johan Moolman. (Stack 
in DSS of 15 x 120 sec exposures. ISO 3200. Canon 6D modified, Meade 14" with 
Starlock guiding. PP in Paint.NET and Picasa.) These photographs are two of 
many taken by Johan that can serve as a standard for other astrophotographers of 
the Pretoria Centre to aspire to.  � 


